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ABSTRACT An increase in the number of cloud services makes service selection a challenging issue for
cloud users. It is important to determine the best service that can fulfill user requirements. To this end,
this paper proposes a hybrid multiple-attribute decision-making (MADM) model. The proposed method
considers service measurement index cloud (SMICloud) structure for qualitative attributes of cloud services
as well as user requirements based on fuzzy values to consider vague user requirements. Analytical hierarchy
process (AHP) and fuzzy logic are used to rank cloud services. Furthermore, a fuzzy Delphi filtering method
is proposed to decrease the execution time of ranking cloud services. In experiments, different aspects such
as accuracy, execution time, scalability, and sensitivity analysis are investigated. The results confirm that the
proposed method outperforms available methods in terms of execution time and scalability. Furthermore,
the experiments show that the proposed method has achieved an accuracy of 96%.

INDEX TERMS Cloud computing, quality of service (QoS), Fuzzy Delphi method, cloud user requirement,
cloud service ranking.

I. INTRODUCTION
Many companies and organizations have provided various
cloud services to clients [1]. These services are classified,
according to cloud computing architecture, into three layers
namely Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service
(PaaS), and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) [2]. Clients
of the cloud can use services anywhere without any need
for specific skills and spending too much money [3]. This
has increased tendencies toward cloud computing [4]–[5].
Selection of the most suitable service from a great num-
ber of provided services according to quality of service
(QoS) [6] attributes and users’ requirements has attracted
the researchers’ attention [7]. Cloud Service Measurement
Index (SMI) [8] has several attributes used to evaluate cloud
services to compare their performance [9]. Each attribute
consists of several sub-attributes as shown in Figure (1) [8].
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Furthermore, users’ requirements for cloud services are
mainly related to QoS. They are divided into functional
and non-functional groups [10]–[12]. Several qualitative
attributes should be considered to select a service among
many others; hence, it is a multiple-attribute decision-making
(MADM) problem [4], [13]. Various models have been pro-
posed to solve this issue [4], [14]–[16]. However, they suffer
from long execution times or low accuracy. We have exper-
imentally demonstrated that they have difficulties in large-
scale cloud services. Selecting specific quality attributes to
assess cloud services is a challenge. Because each qual-
ity attribute affects the ranking results. Inaccurate user
requirements must also be considered for ranking systems.
In addition, the ranking system should have the least time
complexity and high robustness.

This paper proposes a method for ranking cloud services
based on clients’ requirements in the service level agreement
(SLA). Many Quality of Service (QoS) attributes lead to
complexity in selecting and ranking cloud services. Due to the
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FIGURE 1. Categories and attributes of service measurement index [17].

hierarchical structure of SMI, the analytical hierarchy process
(AHP) [18] is used to solve the uncertainty in calculations.
To this end, the Fuzzy Delphi method (FDM) [19] infers
a consensus in experts’ opinions in a series of intensive
questionnaires together with controlled feedback based on
fuzzy techniques [20]. FDM is used with two goals [21]–[23]:
Firstly, it uses the feedback from users who previously used
cloud services to select the most popular and important qual-
itative attributes. Secondly, cloud services are ranked faster
by removing less valuable qualitative attributes and reducing
comparative computations. The main aim of this research
is to provide a high-accuracy method with low processing
time to select the most appropriate services. We also propose
a new pre-processing method, which selects the attributes
in the SMI framework and then prepares them for process-
ing and ranking the cloud services by the Fuzzy analytical
hierarchy process (FAHP) [15], [24] and AHP. Furthermore,
the weights of the quality attributes are defined By Fuzzy
user requirements based on FAHP. We use AHP for compar-
ing services according to QoS values. Finally, we aggregate
user requirements and service quality values to rank the ser-
vices. In proposed method over existing works is to provide
a ranking method that involves a pre-processing step and
refined the number of attributes by FDM. The pre-processing
step leads to more scalability and reduces execution time
while keeping the accuracy. Furthermore, we use fuzzy set
theory [25] to cover cloud user requirements and human
thinking. Finally, we implement the proposed approach as
well as AHP [14], [26]–[31] and FAHP [5], [16], [32]–[33]
as similar methods in MATLAB software. The experimental
results show that the proposed approach is more scalable and
decreases the execution time with high accuracy. The main
contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• A hybrid ranking method called Pre-decision Fuzzy
Delphi Ranking (PFDR) has been proposed based on
user requirements. PFDR uses appropriate attributes
by the Delphi method. Also, it uses Fuzzy values to
consider vague experts’ opinions and imprecise user
requirements.

• PFDR emphasizes preprocessing to improve the ranking
results by selecting appropriate quality attributes.

• PFDR employs the Fuzzy AHP method to rank cloud
services. The ranking results were obtained from impre-
cise user requirements and quality values.

• A comparison has been applied based on scalability, exe-
cution time, accuracy, and sensitivity metrics between
PFDR and other existing methods.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives
a brief overview of relevant literature. The proposed hybrid
approach for cloud service ranking is described in Section 3.
Section 4 presents a case study to select the best cloud
services by using the proposed hybrid approach. Finally,
we conclude the paper in Section 5.

II. RELATED WORK
Considering the diversity of cloud service providers, the task
of choosing a service with the highest compliance with the
users’ requirements in the shortest time is facing big chal-
lenges. These challenges include a large number of QoS
attributes, varied and ambiguous user requirements, and a
long processing time for ranking cloud services [5], [34].
Here, we compare our work with the previous research
works on the comparison of cloud services and solutions
to cloud service ranking. Comparison of cloud services is a
new approach (compared to the comparison of web services)
that has attracted the attention of researchers. Considering
that users’ requirements must be considered in the rank-
ing of cloud services, many of the presented methods used
the AHP-based method. In [29], by considering a hierarchi-
cal structure for some of the users’ non-functional require-
ments, an AHP method is used for weighing each of the
QoS attributes. Also in [48], the authors tried to compare
some multi-attribute decision-making (MADM) methods.
The results show that AHP is the best method. The authors
in [30] proposed a hierarchical structure for the functional
and non-functional requirements of web services based on
AHP to rank the cloud services in the SaaS and IaaS layers.
An AHP-based method is presented in [31] for ranking cloud
services in all cloud layers. In this structure, due to the
consideration of a large number of attributes, the processing
time of paired comparison in AHP becomes very long, which
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is not applicable in a space with a large number of cloud
services.

Given the large number of QoS attributes that should be
considered in the requirements of cloud users, the researchers
used software quality models to provide a comprehensive
model from the attributes. The International Standard of
ISO/IEC 9126 [45]–[46] has a hierarchical structure that
is used for quality evaluation of software products and
has 6 quality attributes and 24 quality sub-attributes [28].
[47] Presented an AHP-based model, in which they changed
the quality attributes in ISO/IEC 9126 to efficiency, reliabil-
ity, reusability, availability, and scalability. Tran et al. [26],
by providing a hierarchical structure, ranked the web services
by the AHP method. The proposed methods for evaluation
of quality attributes, in which many cloud attributes, such as
VM capacity, are not considered. The SMICloud framework
is presented to provide a comprehensive hierarchy of the
quality attributes of cloud services [39]. Nejat et al. pro-
duced a fast cloud service ranking method based on encod-
ing the requirements and eliminating inappropriate cloud
services. The results show that using pre-processing step
can reduce the execution time [49]. The multi-objective ser-
vice selection (MOSS) was proposed to rank cloud services
based on the quality of services and users’ feedback [50].
New metrics for quality evaluation of cloud attributes in
the SMICloud structure were presented in [14]. The authors
used an AHP-based framework to rank cloud services. Given
the fact that users’ requirements are linguistic, AHP is not
able to reflect the users’ vague requirements that are lin-
guistic. Researchers used the fuzzy set theory to solve the
problems that have vague concepts from users’ requirements.
[33] used a fuzzy AHP method in the SMIcloud structure
to rank the cloud services. In this method, due to the use of
users’ requirements, a more realistic ranking has been carried
out. AHP method, due to numerous paired comparisons, is a
time-consuming process and reduces system efficiency in
a massive number of services. Therefore, execution time is
another challenge in the ranking of cloud services. In [27],
a multi-layer hybrid method has been used to reduce the
number of paired comparisons and minimize the execution
time in the AHP method. In this method, AHP has been used
only to weigh the quality attributes, and ranking is done in
a separated layer. In [16], the researchers have improved a
multi-layer hybrid method for multi-layer fuzzy ranking. The
ranking results in this method are different from the ranking
results in [14], [33], [39]. Therefore, to solve this problem in
[51] MADM methods are combined to rank cloud services
accurately. According to the authors’ best knowledge, it is
obvious that diversity in services’ attributes and ambiguity
in the user’s requirements is the main issue in ranking cloud
services. In addition, the main disadvantage of the recent
research is the fact that reduced execution time with high
accuracy in the ranking of cloud services is an issue that has
not been addressed in cloud systems. The sensitivity analysis
is another important factor in the ranking system that needs

to be addressed. Our proposed method is a new method of
ranking cloud services that address these problems.

III. PROPOSED PFDR METHOD
The proposed Pre-decision Fuzzy Delphi Ranking (PFDR)
includes four steps displayed in Algorithm 1. In general,
at first, the most important qualitative key attributes are
selected. At last, cloud services are ranked based on the vague
requirements of users and qualitative attributes of services.
PFDR inputs are user requirements, expert opinions, and a
set of services. The output is the ranked services. All of the
steps are depicted in Figure (2).

Algorithm 1 : PFDR Algorithm: Pre-Decision Fuzzy Delphi
Ranking
Input: A full-service set, all attributes, all expert opinions,
and user requirements.
Output: A Cloud service ranking.
1: Identify qualitative attributes.
2: Refine attributes by FDM.
3: Assign weights to attributes by user requirements by
FAHP.
4: Rank cloud services.

In the following, these steps are elaborated:
Step 1- Identifying qualitative attributes: Qualitative

attributes are adopted from SMICloud [14]. SMICloud with a
hierarchy structure is designed especially for cloud services.
These attributes are shown in Table (1).

As illustrated in Table (1), quality attributes are organized
hierarchically on three levels. For instance, capacity is a sub-
attribute of agility, and agility is a top-level QoS attribute.
Similarly, capacity includes CPU, memory, and disk, which
are organized in the third level. Step 2- Refining attributes:
There is a large number of qualitative attributes introduced
in the previous step, which will result in an excess amount
of time for processing them. Some of these attributes are not
important in certain cloud applications. For example, ‘‘instal-
lability’’ is not an important attribute for cloud users. As a
result, the qualitative attributes are evaluated through a Fuzzy
Delphi Method (FDM). To this end, the expert’s opinions
regarding these attributes are gathered as Fuzzy linguistic
variables including ‘‘Extremely important’’, ‘‘Very impor-
tant’’, ‘‘Definitely important’’, ‘‘Somewhat important’’, and
‘‘Not Important’’. For simplicity, we use triangular member-
ship functions to define these variables as shown in Table (2).

Algorithm 2 shows the proposed FDMmethod. It includes
collecting experts’ opinions based on a linguistic variable,
reaching a consensus between them, evaluating the values
extracted for each attribute, and defining the importance of
each attribute.

The fuzzy collection of expert opinions is first shown as
Ai=(li.mi.ui). If there is a consensus on each attribute (line 9),
the fuzzy number is de-fuzzified using the following formula
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FIGURE 2. PFDR flowchart.
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TABLE 1. Hierarchical structure of qualitative attributes [14].

TABLE 2. Triangular fuzzy numbers in five linguistic expressions.

in line 10:

DF ij =
[
(
uij − lij

)
+
(
mij − lij

)
]

3
+ lij

Then, the average of expert opinions is calculated in line 1.

attravg (j) =

∑n
i=1DFij
n

The experts who have the lowest and highest values of opin-
ions are considered as optimistic and pessimistic on that
cloud attribute, respectively. Therefore, their opinions on that
attribute are removed (lines 14) and opinions are collected
again in line 15. Finally, a desired attribute is either accepted
or rejected by comparing it with the threshold (th) within
lines 20 to 23. The value of th is calculated, experimentally.
The advantage of the PDFDM algorithm is to eliminate opti-
mistic and pessimistic comments (i.e. outliers) due to the
unfair competition or advertisement of any cloud service.
At last, the hierarchical structure of attributes is pruned, and

the remaining attributes are depicted as a pruned hierarchical
tree.

Step 3- Assigning weight to the attributes: After the
hierarchical structure is prepared for attributes, the weights
should be assigned to each attribute according to user
requirements. Weight assignments show the importance of
one attribute concerning another. Requirements of cloud
users are represented by linguistic variables. Due to the
fuzzy nature of the language of people, it is better to
use fuzzy theory to obtain these requirements. Therefore,
the fuzzy AHP (FAHP) method is used to improve decision-
making because AHP cannot reflect well human thinking.
FAHP is used to calculate the weight of each attribute
based on a pairwise comparison matrix of quality attributes.
Comparison matrices are used for modeling fuzzy values
according to Table (2). Pairwise comparison matrices are
created for attributes of the same group from the lowest level.
The details of the FAHP method are presented in the next
section.
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Algorithm 2 : Refining Attributes Algorithm
Inputs: attributes; all attributes; experts: all expert opinions; n: number of experts; th: threshold
1. Function PDFDM(attributes, experts, n, th)
2. Collect experts’ opinions based on linguistic variables in table 2.
3. For each i in attributes do
4. Collect experts’ opinions for attributei
5. h (hl .hm.hu) = n

i=1max(attrj);
6. l (ll .lm.lu) = n

i=1min(attrj);
7. While consensus for attributei is not existed do
8. if (|hil − liu| > |him − lim|)&&(lih < hil)then
9. //The consensus of experts’ opinions exists

10. DF ij =
[(uij−lij)+(mij−lij)]

3 + lij
11. attravg (j) =

∑n
i=1 DFij
n

12. Else
13. Sort the value of experts’ opinions for attributei in S.
14. experts=experts-{sfirst , slast}
15. Collect experts’ opinions for attributei
16. End if
17. end while
18. End for
19. For each i in attributes
20. if attravg (i) > th then
21. Add attr(i) to New_attrib;
22. else
23. Ignore attr(i);
24. Next i
25. End function

Output: New_attrib;

Step 4- Ranking cloud services: In this step, cloud services
are ranked based on the value of each qualitative attribute
in each service and the weights assigned to each attribute
in the previous step. To this end, the value of each cloud
service from each particular attribute is calculated by theAHP
method. Attributes have various types including Boolean,
numerical, unordered list, and interval. The comparison of
two services si and sj is shown as si

/
sj. To compare two

services in a particular attribute, we must have the value of
servicei (vi ) and servicej(vj ) as well as the user’s requirement
for that attribute (vr ). If the type of an attribute is Boolean,
the results are obtained according to Table (1). If vi, vj, and vr
are equal, the value of si

/
sj will be 1. If vi and vj are equal but

vr has a different value, the value of si
/
sj will be 0. If vi and

vj are different but vi and vr are equal, si
/
sj is wm. wm is the

real number associated with the fuzzy weight of the attribute,
which is assigned by the user in step (1), e.g. 9 for 9̃. Finally,
if vi and vj are different but vj and vr are the same, the value
of si

/
sj is

1/
wm.

If the attribute is numerical, si/sj is the result of vi/vj. If the
attribute is the unordered list, then the number of items of
servicei, which are the same as the value of requirements, are

TABLE 3. Results of comparing two services for a Boolean attribute.

defined and shown as size(vi ∩ vr ). Therefore, the value of
si/sj is computed using the following formula:

si/sj =


size (vi ∩ vr ) if vj ∩ vr = ∅

size (vi ∩ vr )

size
(
vj ∩ vr

) Otherwise
(1)

For interval type values, the length of overlap between si and
user requirement is shown as len(vi ∩ vr ). The value of si/sj
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is calculated using the following formula:

si
/
sj =



len(vi ∩ vr )
len(vj ∩ vr )

. if vj ∩ vr 6= ∅ and vi ∩ vr 6= ∅

1. if vj ∩ vr = ∅ and vi ∩ vr = ∅
wm. if vj ∩ vr = ∅ and vi ∩ vr 6= ∅
1
wm

. if vj ∩ vr 6= ∅ and vi ∩ vr = ∅

(2)

Finally, after the values of matrices for the particular attribute
are calculated, the values are gathered in matrix C. It con-
tains n columns and m rows. n is the number of attributes
(or sub-attributes in the same group), while m is the number
of services. Then, the values of C are normalized using the
following formula:

ncij =
cij∑m
i=1 cij

. (3)

where the sum of jth attribute for all services in C is computed
using

∑m
i=1 cij, and cij presents the value of i

th service for the
jth attribute (or sub-attribute). The vectors calculated for sub-
attributes are aggregated concerning the weights calculated
in step 3. Aggregation is repeated hierarchically until top-
level attributes are calculated. The weights of the top-level
attributes and the values of qualitative attributes of services
are considered to obtain the final value for each service,
which is represented by QoSn×1: QoS1

...
QoSm

 =
 nc1.1 · · · nc1.n

...
. . .

...
ncm.1 · · · ncm.n

×
 w1

...
wn

 (4)

Finally, the index of the biggest value of the QoS vector is
identified as the most appropriate service.

IV. CASE STUDY: SERVICE RANKING
The evaluation of the proposed PFDR method is performed
by three cloud service providers datasets including Amazon
EC2 [42], Windows Azure [43], and Rackspace [44]. Firstly,
we consider the qualitative attributes in Table (2). For sim-
plicity, all attributes of Table (1) are presented in Table (2) in
one level.

We have used the opinions of 20 experts in decision-
making. The list of expert opinions on qualitative attributes is
presented in Table (3). Each row is a collection of an expert’s
comments, and each column represents a qualitative attribute.

Fourteen qualitative attributes are selected by using the
proposed FDM-based Algorithm. These qualitative attributes
are presented in Table (4).

The hierarchical structure of selected qualitative attributes
is shown in Figure (3). As can be seen, the top-level attributes
are not changed. But some attributes in second and third level
are removed. According to aggregation of these experts for
22 attributes, the remaining attributes are included: Account-
ability, security, capacity, availability, serviceability, cost,
response time, and throughput.

The attribute values of the utilized cloud services are shown
in Table (5) [14]. User weights are simulated (assigned ran-
domly), and the service ranking is performed, accordingly.

In the proposed method, we get user requirements as the
fuzzy number. However, the Fuzzy requirements are different
for a different user, since the user can ignore certain attributes.
The ignored attributes may have the lowest importance to
users. A pairwise comparison matrix (C) is generated using
fuzzy numbers. It contains elements to show the importance
of one attribute to another in pairs according to user require-
ments. Each matrix is generated from the lowest level of the
same group. For attributes in the same group, we consider
pairwise comparison matrix, separately. One of the elements
of C is ãij =

(
lij.mij.uij

)
, where lij is the lower bound, uij is

the upper bound, and mij is the median of upper and lower
bounds. In this case, i denotes the attribute number and j
denotes the service number. In general, if Ã1 = (l1, m1, u1)
and Ã2 = (l2, m2, u2) are two triangular fuzzy numbers, the
fuzzy operations are as follows:

Ã1 ⊕ Ã2 = (l1 + l2.m1 + m2.u1 + u2) (5)

Ã1 ⊗ Ã2 = (l1 × l2.m1 × m2.u1 × u2) (6)

The FAHP method is previously presented by [5], [15], [24].
The fuzzy score number for each attribute (in each row) is
shown by Si, which is calculated in (7). Sum-up in each row
of triangular fuzzy numbers of C is prepared by a vector and
all of the vectors are introduced by SM in (10). The Sum of
the triangular fuzzy number vectors of SM is shown as SSM
in (11). The reverse of SSM is introduced by RSSM, which
is presented in (12).

Si= SM⊗ RSSM (7)

where

SM =



∑m

j=1
ã1,j∑m

j=1
ã2,j

. . .∑m

j=1
ãn,j



=



∑m

j=1
l1j.
∑m

j=1
m1j.

∑m

j=1
u1j∑m

j=1
l2j.
∑m

j=1
m1j.

∑m

j=1
u1j

. . .∑m

j=1
lnj.
∑m

j=1
mnj.

∑m

j=1
unj


(8)

SSM =
n∑

i=1

m∑
j=1

ãi.j

= (
∑n

i=1
li.
∑n

i=1
mi.

∑n

i=1
ui) (9)

RSSM =

 n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

ãi.j

−1

=

(
1∑n
i=1 ui

.
1∑n

i=1mi
.

1∑n
i=1 li

)
(10)
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TABLE 4. List of the numbered qualitative attributes.

TABLE 5. List of comments by 20 experts for 22 qualitative attributes.

TABLE 6. List of refined qualitative attributes.

The amount of superiority of A2 to A1 is introduced by
V(A2 ≥ A1) and the superiority of each attribute to another

attribute is stored inVn×nn, where n is related to the number of
quality attributes in each level or the number of sub-attributes
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FIGURE 3. Hierarchical structure of qualitative attributes obtained from Algorithm 2.

TABLE 7. The utilized cloud services.

in an attribute. It is defined by (11). Matrix V is shown
in (12). The score of each quality attribute is calculated by
minimizing each row of matrix V (MinV), which is shown
in (13).

V (A ≥ A1) =


1 if m2 ≥ m1

0 if l1 ≥ u2

l1 − u2
(m2 − u2)− (m1 − l1)

otherwise

(11)

V =

 v1.1 · · · v1.n
...

. . .
...

vn.1 · · · vn.n

 (12)

MinV =


v1
v2
. . .

vn

 =

minni=1 (v1.i)

minni=1 (v2.i)

. . .

minni=1 (vn.i)

 (13)

At last, MinV is normalized to calculate the weight of each
attribute. The normalization weight vector for each attribute
is defined as follows.

W =


w1
w2
. . .

wn

 =

v1/

∑n

i=1
vi

v2/
∑n

i=1
vi

. . .

vn/
∑n

i=1
vi

 (14)
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For example, the QoS data for sub-attributes of agility are
shown in Table (8-a). Furthermore, the user requirements are
shown in paired comparison matrix in Table (8-b).

We must first calculate the weight of each sub-attribute of
capacity. Hence, we convert Table (8.b) to triangular fuzzy
numbers. The triangular fuzzy matrix is as follows:

S, SM, SSM, and RSSM are computed according to (2),
(3), (4), and (5) as follows:

SM =

 3 7 11
2.2 4.33 7
1.4 1.67 3

 (15)

SSM =
(
6.6 13 21

)
(16)

RSSM = ( 0.047619 0.076923 0.151515 ) (17)

S =

 0.1429 0.5385 1.6667
0.1048 0.3333 1.06061
0.0667 0.1282 0.4545

 (18)

We compute the amount of superiority of these sub-attributes
according to (6) as follows:

V =

 1 1 1
0.8173 1 1
0.4319 0.6303 1

 (19)

Finally, the score of each sub-attribute is computed according
to (7), while normalizing each sub-attribute is given by:

score =

 1
0.8173
0.4319

 =
 0.4446
0.3637
0.1920

 (20)

In the next step, the value of each cloud service from a par-
ticular attribute perspective is calculated by the AHPmethod.
The values of CPU capacity according to Table (8-a) are given
by:

S1

S1
1
1

S2
9.6
12.8

S3
9.6
8.8

S2
12.8
9.6

1
1

12.8
8.8

S3
8.8
9.6

8.8
12.8

1
1

(21)

The sum of each row is calculated as (2.8409 3.7845 2.6042),
and the values are normalized as:

VectorCPU = (0.30780.410.2822) (22)

The rest of the vectors are calculated and aggregated with
the score of each sub-attribute.

vectorAgility =

 0.3078 0.41 0.2822
0.3409 0.3181 0.3409
0.3623 0.4373 0.2002


×

 0.4446
0.3637
0.1920



FIGURE 4. Comparison of cloud services based on top-level attributes
(Three cloud service).

=

 0.3402
0.3327
0.3586

 (23)

Other quality attributes are computed and aggregated for
three services. The results of the top-level indicate a multi-
dimensional problem for ranking cloud services. The results
can be analyzed in Figure (4).

Figure (4) shows that cloud services can be ranked differ-
ently according to user requirements. For example, if per-
formance and agility have more priority for a user, cloud
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TABLE 8. a) Comparison based on quality values. b) Fuzzy comparison between sub-attributes of agility based on user requirements.

TABLE 9. Pairwise comparison between services for agility.

service 1 will be the best selection. If assurance has more
priority for a user, cloud service 1 will be the worst selec-
tion. The paired comparison matrix of top-level attributes is
presented in Table (10).

The weights of the top-level qualitative attributes are cal-
culated based on user requirements. Moreover, the values
of qualitative attributes of services are considered. The final
result is obtained by multiplying the weight of the require-
ment of cloud users with the quality of the cloud service.
Finally, cloud services will be sorted as S3 > S1 > S2 where
the ranking results are equal to the results of [14], [33]. 0.25 0.3402 0.3208 0.3229 0.4341 0.25

0.50
0.25

0.3327
0.3586

0.3584
0.3208

0.3143
0.3629

0.0934
0.4725

0.50
0.25



×


0.03
0.09
0.22
0.31
0.31
0.03

 =
 0.3509
0.2652
0.3768

 (24)

V. EVALUATION
To evaluate the proposed PFDR, we have implemented
four experiments in MATLAB R2013a for evaluating scal-
ability, execution time, accuracy, and sensitivity. Moreover,
we experimentally obtain an optimal value of the threshold,
which is mentioned in Algorithm 2. The results of experi-
ments are compared with AHP [39] and FAHP [15].

A. SCALABILITY
In this test, scalability involves an increase in the number of
services. The number of services varies from 3 to 1000.When
in Figure (5) the number of services is 30, the execution time

of AHP, FAHP, and PDFR are almost the same. When the
number of services is more than 30, we can see a shorter
execution time for PFDR.
With a large number of services, execution time is sig-

nificantly different in the three methods. This difference
is obvious from 300 services. The reason is that pairs of
matrix calculations are performed more in AHP and FAHP.
By reducing the number of quality attributes with PFDR,
these pairwise comparisons will decrease, which shortens the
execution time. Furthermore, FAHP has a longer execution
time than AHP. FAHP has more calculations in its fuzzy
commands, and it leads to a longer execution time.

B. EXECUTION TIME
In this test, we compute the time of receiving top-level
attributes and compare the execution time for each attribute
between PFDR, FAHP, and AHP. The results in Figure (6-a)
show that the proposed method has less execution time. The
reason is the use of fewer attributes for ranking the services,
Also AHP has less execution time than FAHP. That is because
of the Fuzzy computational and logical operations in the
FAHPmethod. The total time of ranking calculation is shown
in Figure (6-b). AHP uses matrices to compare the services
and each service is compared according to quality attribute.
Therefore, the use of fewer quality attributes causes less
execution time.
In the PFDR, the execution time for the Assurance, Agility,

and performance attributes is far shorter than the AHP
method. That is because the number of quality attributes at
the lower levels of the AHP method is more than the PFDR.
In PFDR, some qualitative attributes are removed with the
FDM-based algorithm. Therefore, AHP and FAHP methods
need more calculations. In the cost attribute, the execution
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TABLE 10. Paired comparison matrix between the top-level attributes based on SLA.

FIGURE 5. Execution time comparison of AHP, FAHP, and PFDR with increasing the number of services.

time of AHP is slightly shorter than PFDR. The reason is that
the number of lower-level attributes in the PFDR and AHP is
equal, and besides, time is needed in PFDR to execute fuzzy
commands.

Pre-processing is related to the number of experts (e) and
the number of initial attributes (a) which is e∗a. Calculating
the weight of services (s) is related to the number of ser-
vices and the number of quality attributes(m). Therefore, the
time complexity is O(m2

× s3). Aggregation of the ranking
results is related to the number of services and the number
of quality attributes. Therefore, the time complexity will
be O(m3

× s2).

C. ACCURACY
In this part, the accuracy of these methods is compared.
Figure (7) depicts the results of comparing accuracy between
FAHP, PFDR, and AHP for cloud service ranking. As can
be seen, the quality results calculated by different methods
are almost the same. The quality values calculated with
AHP, FAHP, and PFDR for s1, s2, and s3 are cal almost
equal.

This test reveals the advantages behind the objective of this
research, which is to eliminate certain attributes to reduce the
execution time without much influencing the quality of cloud
service ranking. Table (11) shows the quality obtained for

each cloud service. As can be seen, the best service ranking
is almost the same in all methods.

To validate the accuracy of PFDR, we consider
100 Random SLAs for three cloud services. We compare the
proposed algorithm with the methods obtained by AHP and
FAHP.

As can be seen, there are four results of ranking among
100 scenarios that are different between PFDR and others.
Three of them are highlighted colorless, indicating the best
services similarly, but with different rankings. For example,
both methods in the second SLA have the same service
selection which is 2, but their ranking of them is different.
One of the SLAs is marked darker. It shows the selection
of the best services and ranking of them are distinguished
differently. The results show a similarity of 96% in the cloud
services ranking. There is also a 99% similarity in choosing
the best cloud service.

D. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
The sensitivity analysis is used to assess the consistency
of the results and to analyze how small changes will affect
the newly proposed decision-making method. For this pur-
pose, we consider several scenarios in such a way that each
scenario creates a new situation with a change in weight
priorities. Each scenario is examined whether the changes
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TABLE 11. Results of ranking cloud services with different SLAs.

make an impact on the decisions. According to [16], if the
changes affect the decision-making and ranking, the model
is sensitive, otherwise, it is robust. In various experiments,
we examine the sensitivity by making small changes to
evaluate the decision of the proposed method. Different
scenarios are meant to change the weights of qualitative
attributes derived from the SLA. Figure (9) shows the details
of the sensitivity experiments according to the scenarios of
Table (12).

As depicted in Table (12), fifteen different scenarios are
considered. In each scenario, the user weights of two top-
level attributes are replaced. For example, Scenario c1-c2
means that the weights of attribute c1 and attribute c2 have
been interchanged. Results are obtained for the three cloud
services.

Figure (8-a) shows the details of the sensitivity experi-
ments based on ranking the services with PFDR according to
Table (11). Figure (8-b) shows the details of the sensitivity
experiments based on ranking the services with AHP. The
results of 15 scenarios show that the results of ranking were
unchanged in 14 experiments (i.e. all experiments have been
equal except c1-c5), which was the same as in the AHP (all
experiments have been equal except for c1-c5). The obtained
results yield more than 93.3% robustness and less than 6.7%
sensitivity to the attribute weights. Figures (8-c) and (8-d)
show that the results of ranking between PFDR and AHP are
the same, suggesting equal robustness.

TABLE 12. Fifteen scenarios for sensitivity analysis.

E. EFFECT OF th IN PDFDM
This section investigates accuracy and execution time to
identify the best value for th as mentioned in the PDFDM
algorithm.
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FIGURE 6. a) Comparison of the preparation time of weight values for
top-level attributes. b) Comparison of total execution time for ranking.

FIGURE 7. Comparing the results for cloud service ranking.

We must consider threshold (th) in the PDFDM algo-
rithm to determine whether the attribute must be accepted or
rejected. The value of th ranges from 0.2 to 0.8. If the value of
th is 0.2, all attributes will be selected, and the execution time
will be 0.7444 as mentioned earlier. Furthermore, if the value

FIGURE 8. a) Sensitivity analysis for PFDR. b) Sensitivity analysis for AHP.
c) The rank of cloud services in sensitivity analysis for PFDR. d) The rank
of cloud services in sensitivity analysis for AHP.

of th is 0.9, none of the attributes will be selected. Therefore,
we consider the values of th from 0.2 to 0.8. When all of the
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FIGURE 9. Effect of th on accuracy ranking and execution time.

attributes are selected, we consider 100 percent for accuracy.
The other results are calculated with different values of the th.
Furthermore, we consider three services and 100 different
random user requirements for this test. The results for th from
0.2 to 0.8 are presented in Figure (9).

As can be found in Figure (9), if the value of th is 0.7, the
accuracy will be decreased by 33 percent, and the execution
time is underestimated to decrease 0.1 in comparison by
the value of the th is 0.8. In comparison between 0.6 and
0.7, the ranking accuracy is changed in an underestimated
way by 1 percent and execution time decreased about 0.05.
Therefore, we can understand that the optimum value for th
is 0.7 considering the execution time and accuracy.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented the PFDR algorithm to
perform a fast and accurate cloud service ranking. To this end,
it eliminates the attributes that are not necessary for cloud
users and are also unused in cloud ranking. The experimental
results demonstrate the efficiency of our work in comparison
with the existingmethods. PFDR has achieved the same result
(96%) in a shorter time. Also, the proposed method is robust.
The results show that the robustness of the PFDR method
is 93.6%.

In the future, we will extend our research with the aim
of service selection in a faster and more accurate system.
We plan to encode the user requirements and cloud services
into interval code to ignore services that fall outside the range
of user requirements.

In addition, the meta heuristic ant-colony optimization-
based placement method performs better than the modified
GA in terms of energy and SLA metrics whereas these
techniques perform equally in terms of execution time for
VM consolidation. Thus, increasing the number of objec-
tives results in an escalation of execution time and degraded

performance for some of the considered metrics. This is
attributed to the fact that these methods attempt to figure out
solutions that fulfill all the requirements at the same time.
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